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APRIL:

BayForestFire0401CR   TRT:    North Florida is facing an increased risk of wildfires after Hurricane 
Michael, and the first major one has broken out in Bay County. Lynn Hatter reports the fire is 50 percent 
contained, but officials worry with all the downed trees on the ground, more frequent and severe 
wildfires could be on the way.

DaybookCR0401     1:36   Here’s what’s happening tomorrow in the Florida Legislature:

DaybookCR0402    1:24   Here’s what’s happening tomorrow in the Florida Legislature:

SenateCON0402CR   TRT:   2:52    After initially being stalled, the Senate has started moving a House 
healthcare priority bill. The measure eliminates a requirement that hospitals show there’s a need in a 
community before being built. But as Lynn Hatter reports, it preserves the requirement for other types 
of healthcare facilities.

TeacherShortage0403CR    trt:  1:55   Florida lawmakers hope to fill a teaching shortage by making it 
easier for people to become teachers. Lynn Hatter has more.

DaybookCR0403    1:27   Here’s what’s happening tomorrow in the Florida Legislature:

DaybookCR0404    1:09    Here’s a look at what’s coming up in the Florida Legislature:

PrisonsInch0404CR   TRT:    Florida Senators are signaling their support for Department of Corrections 
Secretary Mark Inch. He was appointed by Gov. Ron DeSantis. Lynn Hatter reports Inch says he wants to 
shore up the prison systems mental health treatment programs and infrastructure.

HurricaneHealth0405_2Way  TRT:  6:37    When Hurricane Michael swept through North Florida and the 
panhandle it took out more than just buildings and utilities. The region’s healthcare system was nearly 
crippled. Lynn Hatter speaks with Gulf Coast Regional Medical Center CEO Brad Griffin about weathering 
the storm—and how it learned it needed contingencies, for its contingency plans.

DaybookCR0408    1:15   Here’s a look at what’s coming up in the Florida Legislature:

DaybookCR0409    1:53      Here’s a look at what’s happening Wednesday at the capitol.

VotingRight040419   4:25   Thursday lawmakers debated what the intent was of the 64 percent of 
Florida voters who agreed that felons should have their voting rights restored. Blaise Gainey reports

Tobacco21043019cr 5:09   It’s a known fact that smoking tobacco isn’t good for your heart, lung, and 
can cause cancer. But the leading groups on those very things are opposed to a bill that would raise the 
age of sale for tobacco products to 21. WFSU’s Blaise Gainey speaks with American Heart Association’s 
Government Relations Director Mark Landreth about why they oppose the proposed legislation.



SmokingAge041619cr  3:01     According to a study by the Institute of Medicine published in 2015, paid 
for by the United States Food and Drug Administration, raising the minimum age to purchase tobacco to 
21 would reduce the number of lung cancer related deaths by 50,000.

As Blaise Gainey reports, the Florida legislature is now trying to raise the minimum age with hopes of 
seeing those results.

Smoke21042919cr    1:52     An effort to raise the smoking age to 21 is moving forward. Blaise Gainey 
reports the bill’s sponsor hopes the deal will be enough to satisfy opponents and pave the way for 
greater restrictions on tobacco use. 

SchoolsOfHope040119    3:01     In 2017 the legislature decided to give greater incentives to charter 
schools to serve students in low-performing traditional schools. Today an attempt to expand where the 
schools of hope could open up was approved in the House. Blaise Gainey reports.

MMJPotency040819cr   3:02     Last month Governor Ron DeSantis signed a bill into law that allowed 
medical marijuana flower to be sold in Florida. Now a sponsor of that bill is trying to cap the potency 
levels of marijuana sold at treatment centers, and also waive license fees for veterans. Opponents say 
it’s a double-edged sword. Blaise Gainey has the details. 

MichaelMoney050119cr   3:01     North Florida is still recovering from Hurricane Michael which made 
landfall in October. The area hasn’t gotten much help from outside sources. Today as Keiser University 
made donations to the panhandle area, officials used the time to highlight the need for more financial 
assistance.

MDXAuthority041719cr   4:24     A bill that would set a cap on toll roads in Miami-Dade County passed 
the full House. Bill sponsor Hialeah Republican Representative Bryan Avila says what the Expressway 
Authority has been doing is egregious and must come to a stop. Blaise Gainey has the details.

HEMP040219cr   2:03   Lead: While low-THC cannabis or hemp is available in stores, Florida Agriculture 
Commissioner Nikki Fried says it’s not legal …. Yet. Legislation proposed in both Chambers would change 
that. Tuesday the House bill passed its second committee. Blaise Gainey has the details.

HardUtil041519cr   4:21   When Florida is hit by a hurricane, utility companies must go in and help 
recover immediately. They pay for the cost up front and later charge customers to recoup their losses. A 
senate bill aims to lower both the price tag and time of recovery by forcing utility companies to 
strengthen their infrastructure before a storm. 

Fire2Way041919cr   5:17   WFSU’s Blaise Gainey sat down with Chief Financial Officer Jimmy Patronis to 
talk about the firefighter cancer relief bill, one of the CFO’s main priorities this session. One part of the 
bill gives a one-time cash payout of 25,000 dollars to firefighters upon their initial cancer diagnosis.  
Blaise Gainey finds out from the CFO what this means for the state’s first responders.

FelonVote042619cr   3:58    Earlier this week legislators on the House floor spent nearly two hours 
debating a bill that would allow certain felons to vote. This is in response to over 5 million citizens 
agreeing that they should be allowed to do so. As Blaise Gainey reports majority of the debate was 
focused on when a felon would have their voting right restored.



ElecReform040319cr   3:59   Florida’s elections once again made headlines last year amid several hotly-
contested races. Now the state house and senate are pushing bills to change the process for the future. 
WFSU’s Blaise Gainey has more.

CapTHC2way041119cr    7:11    A bill filed last week would set a limit on the amount of THC that can be 
dispensed to 10%. The bill also allows military veterans to waive their yearly $75-dollar Medical 
Marijuana Card fee. Opponents don’t like the first portion and think tying it to the veterans’ fee waiver 
is bad policy. WFSU’s Blaise Gainey spoke with Dr. Mark Moore a certified medical cannabis physician 
about his thoughts.

AUTOGLASS041219CR  3:03   During week six of the 2019 legislative session, the House passed a bill that 
would address an assignment of benefits issue that has plagued Florida’s insurance industry for years. 
But as a change was made that some say may cause more abuse of the system.

ArmedTeacher040519cr   3:49   More than a year after the Parkland school massacre, a comprehensive 
response on how to best prevent a future tragedy remains a work in progress. For many the question 
boils down to this: Are parents comfortable with placing their children’s safety in the hands of an armed 
teacher who has eight hours of active shooter training? Blaise Gainey reports.

AOBPasses042319cr   4:09   Tuesday, lawmakers took a big step in addressing what property insurance 
companies have called fraud for nearly a decade. It’s called assignment of benefits. The fix makes 
several changes that lawmakers believe will help lower the cost of homeowner’s insurance. Blaise 
Gainey has more.

15PerHour042219cr   2:46   Voters across Florida will likely have a chance to raise the minimum wage 
during the 2020 election if a constitutional amendment petition gains enough signatures. Florida’s 
Financial Impact Estimating Conference met today to find out what impact it would have on the state. 
Blaise Gainey reports.

VisitFlorida0409CR   TRT:  3:19   Florida’s tourism and marketing agency could be going away if the 
Florida House has its way. It comes as tourism remains the state’s dominant industry, and the state 
continues recovering from toxic algae blooms and hurricanes. Lynn Hatter has more.

DaybookCR04010  1:02  Here’s what’s happening tomorrow in the Florida Legislature.

GuardianProgram0411CR  TRT: 4:01    Florida lawmakers are responding to a report on the Marjory 
Stoneman Douglas shooting with a measure that addresses concerns raised in the 480-plus page report. 
Lawmakers say it’s a good bill, but— noting a divide over one portion that gives districts the option to 
allow classroom teachers to carry guns. Lynn Hatter reports, the measure is now going before the Full 
Senate amid controversy over the issue.

UtilityHardening0412CR   TRT:     Three hurricanes in three years have wrecked havoc on the state’s 
utility grid, causing billions in damage and resulting in large-scale rebuilding efforts. Customers tend to 
shoulder those costs through rate increases after the fact. Now Republican Senator Joe Gruters is trying 
to reduce those post-storm recovery costs by spreading them out to more people. Lynn Hatter has more



DaybookCR04015    1:43   Here’s what’s happening tomorrow in the Florida Legislature:

MichaelHelp0415CR   TRT:   Panhandle leaders are growing frustrated at the slow pace of recovery from 
Hurricane Michael. They say residents of the storm-battered region are becoming disenchanted, both 
from inaction at the federal level, and now, from the state. And as Lynn Hatter reports, they’re calling 
for someone—anyone, to step in.

DaybookCR04016    1:01   Here’s a look at what’s happening tomorrow at the capitol:

DaybookCR04017    1:35   Here’s some of what’s happening in the Florida Legislature.

PetitionRestrictions0418CR   TRT: 3:58   Republican State representative Jaimie Grant says there’s too 
much room in the state’s rules regarding petition drives. He wants to close what he says are loopholes. 
But others see the effort as a way to restrict citizen-driven changes to the state’s governing document. 
And as Lynn Hatter reports, those warring views clashed Thursday in a Florida house hearing.

DeSantis100Days0419ss   TRT:    Governor Ron DeSantis has reached his 100 days in office. And for the 
most part, he’s getting good marks from the public. The new governor promised sweeping changes in 
the way the state addresses the environment education and ….and as Lynn Hatter reports, some of 
those promises require state lawmakers to back him up.

DaybookCR04022    1:05   Here’s what’s happening this week at the Capitol:

DaybookCR04023     1:34   Here’s a look at what’s happening tomorrow in the Florida Legislature:

TeacherGuns0423CR  TRT:    4:27     An effort to let school districts choose whether to allow some 
classroom teachers carry guns, has cleared the Senate. The broader bill incorporates recommendations 
from the Marjory Stoneman Douglass Commission, which was tasked with examining the response and 
lead up to the Valentine’s Day School shooting.  Lynn Hatter reports most of the debate Tuesday centers 
on arming teachers.

DaybookCR04024    1:34   Here’s what’s coming up tomorrow in the Florida Legislature:

VisitFlorida0424CR trt:   4:02   Tourism is Florida’s largest industry yet the agency that markets the state 
could soon be going away. As lawmakers hammer out details of a roughly 90-billion dollar spending 
plan, Visit Florida could find itself left out. Lynn Hatter has more.

IncarceratedWomen0425CR   TRT: 3:23     Complaints about incarcerated women being denied basic 
hygiene products like pads and tampons has caught the attention of state lawmakers. Now Florida is 
poised to approve a bill making those products and others available to women at no cost.

DaybookCR04026     1:23   Here’s a look at some bills awaiting passage in the Florida Legislature:

VisitFlorida0426s  TRT:  1:42   Visit Florida may be down, but the agency isn’t out quite yet. Its 
supporters and leaders are pushing hard to keep it afloat past October. If the legislature does nothing, 
the tourism marketing agency goes away under state law. House Speaker Jose Oliva doesn’t mind seeing 
that happen:



DaybookCR04029   1:36    Here’s what’s happening in this final week of the regular legislative session:

VapingNicotine0411D    3:28    The legislature is working to implement a constitutional amendment that 
bans vaping in indoor workplaces. But another vaping proposal appears dead for this session, as Gina 
Jordan reports.

GamblingDeal0425CR    2:51   A draft version of a gambling compact between the state and the 
Seminole Indian Tribe is being scrutinized by the governor and his staff. The News Service of Florida 
reports a deal was reached after weeks of negotiations, and legislative leaders are also taking a look at 
the agreement. But as Gina Jordan reports, there may not be enough time left in the regular session for 
the legislature to act on it.

AffordableHousing42919CRD   TRT:3:45   As lawmakers put the final touches on the state’s spending 
plan the House and Senate are carving out dollars specifically for affordable housing in the Panhandle 
areas hit hardest by Hurricane Michael. Regan McCarthy has more….

GamblingNull0430CR    1:59   Weeks of negotiations between a top lawmaker and the Seminole Indian 
tribe yielded a proposed agreement toward a new gambling compact. But Gina Jordan reports the 
tentative deal that was reached last week has little chance of success with three days left in the session.

Vetsworkshop0401ss  Trt: 2:44   Older military veterans in the Tallahassee area may not be aware of all 
the benefits they’re entitled to.  Tom Flanigan reports the state’s veterans services clearinghouse agency 
has scheduled two local workshops to connect more vets to those benefits.

Andrethomasmass0404d  Trt: 3:55   For thirty-one years, Dr. Andre Thomas has been the leading light 
of the Tallahassee Community Chorus.  He’ll be leading the group for one last time later this month.  
And, as Tom Flanigan reports, he’ll be going out in style.

Tallyorchidshow0405ss   Trt: 2:22   A legendary variety of flower has had its own showcase event in 
Tallahassee for many years.  Tom Flanigan provides this preview of this year’s Tallahassee Orchid Society 
Show and Sale.

Pitchdistilledwin0408d   Trt: 3:59   At the end of this month, Tallahassee will officially celebrate the 
winning of a national championship that isn’t connected with collegiate athletics.  Tom Flanigan reports 
it’s the victory of the DOMI Station incubator team in a competition to use hi-tech methods to solve a 
pressing community problem. DOMI Station Executive Director Antonio Montoya said the sponsors of 
the “Pitch Distilled 2019” contest actually came to him.

Tallywinds0415ss   Trt: 2:24   The Tallahassee Winds will wind up its current season in traditional fashion 
later this month.  Tom Flanigan reports it will be the annual “Players’ Choice” concert.

Womenlawyers0411ss   The Florida Association of Women Lawyers and the Statewide Guardian ad 
Litem Program have launched a partnership in which pro bono attorneys will be mentors for young 
women aging out of foster care. Tom Flanigan reports.



TransportHighways0412CR  TRT: 3:11   Florida Senate President Bill Galvano wants to see three major 
highways extended to more rural areas of the state in an effort to drive investment into those areas, but 
as the plan gains traction it’s unclear whether those roads will ever be built. Lynn Hatter has more

Famumarijuana0415cr  Trt: 4:00   As Florida struggles to implement the legal use of medical marijuana, 
there’s not much hard science to guide that process.  Tom Flanigan reports that science will soon be on 
the way, thanks in large part to research being done in Tallahassee.

Climatechangesuits0416cr  Trt: 3:52   One of Florida’s most pro-business organizations is now saying 
there needs to be a serious discussion about climate change and what to do about human activities that 
accelerate it. But, as Tom Flanigan tells us, that group hopes to keep those discussions out of the courts.

Baybenefit0422d   Trt: 3:26   Some Tallahassee area musicians are hosting a concert to help those 
residents of Bay County who remain homeless more than half-a-year after Hurricane Michael. More 
from Tom Flanigan.

 Enactdistract0418cr  Trt: 3:23   Previous attempts by Florida lawmakers to crack down on distracted 
driving went nowhere.  But there seems to be more movement in that direction this year and Tom 
Flanigan visited a Tallahassee traffic safety fair where organizers were hopeful the legislation will finally 
pass.

UndergroundPower4119CRD   TRT:3:05    Lawmakers say burying Florida’s power lines could save the 
state money but opponents say the plan comes at a cost.

TreeTrimming4319CRD   TRT:3:04    When a hurricane is heading for Florida, Bartow Republican Senator 
Ben Albitton says residents ought to be able take the steps needed to prepare their property without 
getting tangled in governmental red tape.

Diapers 4419CRD   TRT:2:48    A bill to exempt diaper purchases from state sales tax is once again 
moving in the Senate. Regan McCarthy has more.

AutonomousVehicles4519CRD   TRT: 2:35         Lawmakers are considering new legislation they say 
could set Florida up as the epicenter for testing and creating autonomous vehicles. Regan McCarthy has 
more….

Deregulation4819CR   TRT:3:06           Under a bill moving through the Florida legislature a list of 
professionals including interior designers, hair braiders and boxing announcers would be allowed to 
work without a license. The measure also reorganizes the Florida Building Commission.  But as Regan 
McCarthy reports opponents say the bill isn’t as simple as it sounds.

CommunityDevelopment4919CRd   TRT:3:02           As the growth rate in Florida climbs, one Florida 
lawmaker says its time to take another look at the state’s community development rules. Regan 
McCarthy has more….

Contraception41619CRD    TRT:2:23         Women should have better access to long-acting 
contraceptive—that’s according to Boyton Beach Democratic Senator Lori Berman who is sponsoring a 
bill moving through the Florida legislature. Regan McCarthy has more. 



EnergyHardening41819CRD   TRT:3:37        A measure that aims to help utilities keep the lights on 
following a major storm is ready for discussion on the floor of both Florida chambers. But as Regan 
McCarthy reports the plan comes at a cost.

Hemp42219CRD   TRT:3:02    A bill that opens the door for industrial hemp farming in Florida is ready for 
the floor in both the House and Senate. Regan McCarthy has more....

ElectronicDocuments42319CRD   TRT:3:00          A measure that paves the way for online notaries is 
ready for a full floor vote in the Florida House. Regan McCarthy has more…..

DrugOverdoses42419CRD  TRT: 1:58     Lawmakers want to make sure people have no qualms about 
calling for help when someone is suffering from a drug or alcohol overdose. Regan McCarthy reports a 
bill expanding immunity for people who call 9-1-1 is heading to the governor’s desk.

StreetRacing42519CRD   TRT:1:41       Lawmakers want to put the brakes on street racing. It’s a growing 
problem in Florida but officers say they don’t have the tools needed to stop it. 

PreemptionLawsuits43019CRD   TRT:3:01       A bill moving through the legislature would put local 
governments on the hook for attorney’s fees if they pass rules expressly preempted by the state. Regan 
McCarthy has more….

MAY:

Messam202005102019cr   5:46    The Democratic field for the 2020 presidential nomination is crowded 
with names like Bernie Sanders, Kamala Harris, and former vice president Joe Biden. With more than 20 
confirmed candidates it can be easy for some to go unnoticed. WFSU’s Blaise Gainey spoke with a 
Florida candidate who says he’s still working to get more recognition. Mayor of Miramar Wayne 
Messam put his name in the hat back in March. 

MichaelMoney050119cr   3:01   North Florida is still recovering from Hurricane Michael which made 
landfall in October. The area hasn’t gotten much help from outside sources… Today as Keiser University 
made donations to the panhandle area, officials used the time to highlight the need for more financial 
assistance.

AOBNewLaw05242019cr   4:34   Governor Ron DeSantis signed a bill that’s main goal is to stop bad 
actors in the homeowner’s insurance market. It would do so by changing what a contractor must do 
when a policy holder signs over their insurance benefits. WFSU’s Blaise Gainey has the details.

VotingPanel05062019   4:13    Monday the United States Committee on House Administration held a 
field hearing to examine voting rights and the elections system in Florida. 

TallyVetoes06242019ss   2:07    Several Leon County projects fell victim to Governor Ron DeSantis’ veto 
pen. They won’t get state funding for the upcoming fiscal year. Tallahassee Democratic Representative 
Ramon Alexander sat down with Blaise Gainey to talk about what that means.

MJBCase05292019    3:52    Former Okaloosa County School Superintendent Mary Beth Jackson’s 
lawyers have been in the Florida Senate pleading for her reinstatement. She was suspended by 
Governor Ron DeSantis for what he says was a failure of leadership by allowing numerous criminal 
charges of child abuse by teachers. As Blaise Gainey reports the state is arguing her removal is necessary 
to protect the health, safety, and welfare of the students.



Jackson05282019   2:25    Special Master Dudley Goodlette kicked off a hearing Tuesday to determine 
whether Okaloosa County School Superintendent Mary Beth Jackson should be permanently removed 
from her position. Governor Ron DeSantis suspended Jackson during his first week as Governor, after 
Education Commissioner Richard Corcoran made the recommendation. Blaise Gainey reports.

FRRC2way05022019cr   5:39   Since January 8th felons have been registering to vote as long as they’ve 
completed their sentence, and did not commit a felony sexual offense or murder. But all session long 
the legislature has been trying to determine exactly who that excludes. The current bill includes 
attempted murder, and also makes a felon have to pay off any outstanding civil liens or obligations to 
the court as a result of their case. Neil Volz who works for the Florida Rights Restoration Coalition says 
those things were not in the minds of those who crafted the amendment, and believes what voters 
passed was self-enacting. He speaks with WFSU’s Blaise Gainey.

FELONVOTEcr05032019cr   3:58   On the 60th day of session the Florida legislature finally passed a bill 
that details how a felon would go about getting their voting rights restored. This after 5.1 million 
Floridians voted to give felons who’ve completed their sentence and did not commit a felony sexual 
assault or murder their voting rights back.  Since its approval in November it’s been a hot button topic. 
Proponents of the legislation, mostly republican, believed terms like completion of sentence, murder 
and sexual felony offense all needed to be defined. WFSU’s Blaise Gainey speaks with American Civil 
Liberties Union Kirk Bailey about their view on the bill.

FAMUPrivacy05302019   4:45   Florida A&M University is asking the U.S. District Court in Tallahassee to 
allow use of an anonymous rape victims’ full name during trial. In response, the victim’s attorney has 
written a letter to Florida Senators and Representatives asking them to investigate FAMU’s attempts to 
expose the victim’s identity. Blaise Gainey has more.

Elections05162019cr   3:19   Most of the discussion about a recently passed elections bill has focused on 
2018’s Amendment 4. It restored the right for certain felons to vote. But the bill does many more things 
aimed at fixing issues within Florida’s elections system. Blaise Gainey reports.

HumanTrafficking5219CRD   TRT:3:41        A bill to battle human trafficking is moving forward in the last 
days of Florida’s legislative session.  

SoberHomes5319CRD  TRT:3:13        After years discussing legislation aimed at cracking down on bad 
actors in Florida homes, lawmakers have passed as bill they hope will help ensure addicts are getting the 
treatment and care they need.

BudgetPasses5419SS   TRT:3:09  Florida lawmakers extended their legislative session by one day to do 
the one thing they’re constitutionally required to do—pass a budget. Regan McCarthy reports 
lawmakers held a final vote for their spending plan Saturday before adjourning Sine Die. 

GasPumps5819SS   TRT:2:55    Next time you get gas you might notice a new sticker on the pump 
featuring state Agriculture Commissioner Nikki Fried’s face with bright yellow, green and blue blocks. 
Fried’s staff says the new sticker is intended to attract attention and raise awareness about fraud. But as 
Regan McCarthy reports the new design doesn’t seem to be popular with the legislature. 

HumanTrafficking51319ss   TRT:2:52     A bill to help fight human trafficking passed in the final days of 
Florida’s legislative session. It requires places like massage parlors to post human trafficking awareness 



signs and requires certain people, including hotel employees to get training on spotting and responding 
to human trafficking cases.

CommunityFunding51619SS  TRT:4:20   Tallahassee commissioners are deciding how to allocate about a 
million dollars earmarked for community nonprofits. Regan McCarthy has more…

Human Trafficking51719D   TRT:  3:00   After lawmakers passed a bill to crack down on human 
trafficking by requiring more training for people like hotel workers who might interact with victims, 
Florida’s Statewide Council on Human Trafficking is looking for opportunities to teach more people how 
to spot the signs. Regan McCarthy has more….

DisasterCourts52419CRD   TRT: 3:24      After Hurricane Michael slammed Florida’s Panhandle, 
courthouses were shuttered, law offices were closed and most communications were temporarily shut 
down. But Regan McCarthy reports the aftermath of a disaster is exactly when many people are most in 
need of help from the legal system.

PanhandleMoney53119CRD   TRT:2:30a         Members of the U.S. House are continuing to block a 19-
billion-dollar package that would send long awaited disaster relief to Florida’s storm ravaged Panhandle. 
Regan McCarthy has more….

FlaBudget0501CR  trt:      The state of Florida will spend roughly 90 billion dollars in the upcoming fiscal 
year to fund everything from public schools to public transportation. But the path to get there took a 
while, as the House and Senate had to reconcile their differences. 

NewEdLaws0509ss   trt: 2:55S   Governor Ron DeSantis has signed off two major pieces of education 
legislation this week. Lynn Hatter reports they include giving more teachers the option of carrying guns, 
and creating a new voucher program.

PanhandleHousing0510CR  TRT: 3:20    A Housing crisis has emerged in the wake of Hurricane Michael. 
Now state and federal money is on the way to address it. Lynn Hatter reports on what’s coming, and 
when people will begin to see an impact.

Gwartney0521d   Trt: 4:12    One of America’s most respected economists has lived and taught in 
Tallahassee for more than half-a-century.  Tom Flanigan paid a visit to Florida State University 
Economics Professor James Gwartney who says he has no intentions of quitting the profession he’s 
loved for so long.

Camptreppie0529d  Trt: 4:06     A special summer camp for young would-be business owners will begin 
in Tallahassee shortly.  Tom Flanigan reports one goal of this particular camp is to revitalize 
entrepreneurship in the city’s minority neighborhoods.

Sandy0524cr  Trt: 4:50     The State of Florida and indeed the nation as a whole lost an historic figure on 
May 20th.  Talbot “Sandy” D’Alemberte died suddenly at the age of 85. Tom Flanigan reports.

ChildWelfare0501SS    TRT:   Partners across the state are recognizing May as National Foster Care 
Month in Florida. The state has about 5,400 licensed foster homes and there’s a need for more.  Gina 
Jordan reports two bills relating to child welfare have passed the Florida Legislature and are headed to 
the governor’s desk. 



BudgetFineoutTW    5:57   The only thing left for lawmakers to do tomorrow is vote on the proposed 
state budget. Gina Jordan spoke with Gary Fineout, a writer for Politico and a long-time member of the 
Capitol Press Corps, about why the budget was turned in late and what happens next to all the bills that 
passed.

FAF0510CR   3:08   The First Amendment Foundation in Tallahassee keeps watch over policy discussions 
that could impede the public’s right to know about government business Gina Jordan spoke with 
foundation president Barbara Petersen about bills that got her attention this session.

LegislativeReportCardTW    3:49        The Florida Chamber of Commerce has released its annual 
Legislative Report Card. The chamber says the report card helps hold state leaders accountable for how 
they vote on issues relating to Florida’s business climate. More than half of the legislature received A’s 
and B’s. 45 members got F’s – all of them Democrats. How do lawmakers earn those grades? Gina 
Jordan asked David Hart, Executive Vice President of the Florida Chamber of Commerce.

JUNE:

FelonVote06282019cr   4:14    Saturday, a bill implementing an amendment that restores voting rights 
to Florida felons becomes law; unless Governor Ron DeSantis vetoes it. When voters passed the 
amendment it was expected that nearly 1 and a half million felons would be allowed to vote. But the 
Republican-dominated legislature passed an implementation bill that many say changes the intent.

FAMUAthletics06062019CR   3:57    In May, Florida A&M University was placed on a five-year probation 
by the NCAA for improperly certifying 93 athletes throughout 12 of their sports. The actions took place 
between 2010 and 2017. Blaise Gainey has details on what the University has been doing since to make 
sure it doesn’t happen again.

ElecMoney06172019   1:16   Monday, Governor Ron DeSantis essentially reversed his predecessors’ 
actions by giving back 2.3 million dollars to elections supervisors to spend on cyber security. The money 
was left over from a 19 million dollar grant the federal government gave the state prior to the 2018 
primary election. Blaise Gainey has the details.

DroneProgram06202019cr   3:03    Triumph Gulf Coast is setting aside funds it hopes will help students 
soar. Blaise Gainey has the details on a drone training program the board recently approved. 

BanGuns06112019   4:47    As a response to the Parkland shooting which left 17 dead, Ban Assault 
Weapons Now is pushing to get assault weapons banned in the state. Monday they announced that 
they’ve reached the threshold to trigger a Supreme Court Review. WFSU Reporter Blaise Gainey spoke 
with the chairperson of the committee about what exactly the ban does. 

DaubertStandard0604TW     3:19   The Florida Supreme Court issued a surprise ruling in late May 
regarding expert witness testimony.  Six years ago, the Florida Legislature voted to adopt the Daubert 
(DAW-burt) Standard for expert witnesses in court cases. But the state’s high court exercised its right to 
keep the Frye Standard in place, which sets a thrower threshold for what can be considered “expert” 
testimony. The makeup of the Florida Supreme Court changed in January, with three new justices 
appointed to replace retiring members. And the new panel quickly decided to implement the tougher 

http://www.ncaa.org/about/resources/media-center/news/florida-am-lacked-control-over-administration-its-athletics-program
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standards. Gina Jordan talked with Holland & Knight attorney Bill Shepherd. He previously served as the 
Statewide Prosecutor -- and pushed to get the Daubert Standard passed in Florida.

VolunteerLeonD    2:30   Students have been out of school for a few weeks now, and the Leon County 
Volunteer Center is getting an uptick in inquiries from parents and teens.
They’re finding a variety of opportunities for students to give their time this summer.  Gina Jordan 
visited one of those places.

CityGoadOnDeLeo0612_2Way    TRT:      5:21     Tallahassee City Manager Reese Goad says he’s 
accepted the resignation of Police Chief Mike DeLeo and that the city will begin searching for a new 
chief. In the meantime, Goad has named a 32-year TPD veteran to lead the agency. DeLeo’s resignation 
is effective on July 5th. He says he’s stepping down for an opportunity to address criminal justice and 
homeland security on a quote: national scale.” DeLeo was hired in 2013 to clean up the agency after it 
was slammed with excessive force complaints and dealt with the fallout of a brutal DUI arrest of a local 
woman. But DeLeo has faced his own controversies—namely over hiring decisions and a relationship 
with a subordinate. City Manager Reese Goad tells WFSU News Director Lynn Hatter DeLeo’s resignation 
was unexpected. 

Ableunited0605d   Trt: 3:48   In Florida, there are specialized savings and investment programs for 
people with disabilities.  Tom Flanigan reports that lawmakers made some significant improvements to 
those programs this year. 

Fishcamp0606ss  Trt: 2:00   Not many summer camps actually allow kids to experience the connection 
between themselves and the deep, blue sea.  Tom Flanigan tells us about one that does.

FAMUMoneyAthletics0613ss   TRT:   2:18     Florida A&M University is investigating the improper 
transfer of up to three million dollars to cover shortfalls in its athletics department. Lynn Hatter reports 
the school made the disclosure Thursday to the state university governing board. 

Fried0614d  Trt: 3:55   Florida Commissioner of Agriculture and Consumer Services Commissioner Nikki 
Fried spoke at this past Friday’s meeting of the Capital Tiger Bay Club in Tallahassee.  Tom Flanigan 
reports she covered a lot of ground in her remarks.

EdLaw7069Appeal0614CR  TRT:   3:14   Ten Florida School Districts are suing the state over a massive 
education law approved two years ago. The measure, known by its legislative moniker—House Bill 
7069—made big changes to how charter schools are funded and created, and how school districts spend 
federal money on low-income students. Lynn Hatter reports an appeals court recently took up the case.

Artopia0617d   Trt: 3:38   Over the years, the role of Big Bend Cares has grown significantly.  As Tom 
Flanigan reports, the organization’s recent expansion into full-service primary health care has also made 
its yearly fundraiser bigger than ever.

GadsdenGuardians0619ss  TRT:     Gadsden County is among the latest to sign up for the state’s 
Guardian Program. It allows teachers and other designated personnel to carry guns on school campuses. 
Lynn Hatter reports the Gadsden Sheriffs Department says so far, it’s gotten about two dozen 
applications.



SchoolGuardians0620D   TRT:     The Florida Department of Education recently announced the addition 
of three more school districts to the state’s Guardian Program. It’s been controversial from the start; 
opponents have mostly worried about the idea of people other than law enforcement officers having 
the ability to carry guns in schools. But Lynn Hatter reports, not all districts are carrying out the program 
the way most people think.

Alzcaregivers0625d  Trt: 4:16   Caring for those with Alzheimer’s Disease or other forms of dementia is a 
challenge for anyone.  But the burden is especially felt in the African-American community.  Tom 
Flanigan reports a special event this Saturday aims to ease that burden.

MLPstageD06/28/2019      3:52   Making Light Productions is expanding its performance space to 
accommodate all students – including those in wheelchairs.  The performing arts school in southeast 
Tallahassee will debut its renovated space this Friday. So, I took a tour…

HumanTrafficking0628CR    TRT: 2:13    Florida will soon strike up a so-called John’s Registry for people 
convicted of soliciting prostitution. It’s part of an effort to combat human and sex trafficking. The 
database has been endorsed by law enforcement who see it as a way to shame people who pay for sex, 
but Lynn Hatter reports, some victim advocates worry it could sweep up people who’ve been trafficked 
themselves.

HurricaneTrends6719CRD    TRT:2:32         There’s an increasing trend of hurricanes stalling as they near 
the coast. Regan McCarthy reports that means more storms could bring more rain.

GasStickers62119CRD   TRT:2:03  Florida Agriculture and Consumer Services Commissioner Nikki Fried 
says she doesn’t plan to remove the new stickers she has placed on gas pumps across the state. The 
decals stirred controversy from some who say they look more like political advertising than an 
informational graphic. Regan McCarthy has more…

UndergroundPower62819CRD    TRT:3:10       Governor Ron DeSantis has signed a bill lawmakers hope 
will keep the power on even in the face of major storms and hurricanes by helping utilities burry more 
power lines, but as Regan McCarthy reports the move comes at a cost.




